Summary: A manual version and mechanized versions for several types of analyzers are described for the kinetic determination of glucose with glucose dehydrogenase. Results of glucose determinations with and without deproteinization of samples are discussed. The correlation of results with the hexokinase method is shown.
Introduction
Glucose dehydrogenase (|3-/)-glucose: NAD(P)*-l-oxidoreductase; EC 1.1.1.47) catalyses the dehydrogenation of 0-£>-glucose to £>-gluconolactone, whereby hydrogen is transferred either to NAD*" or NADP 1 ". The amount of reduced coenzyme formed during the reaction is proportional to the glucose concentration. The enzyme isolated from the Bacillus megaterium mutant M 1286 is specific for the purpose of glucose determinations in body fluids (1, 2) . To prevent the reaction velocity being limited by the mutarotation reaction, mutarotase (aldose-1-epimerase; EC 5.1.3-3) is added to the reagent.
Using catalytic concentrations of 9 kU/1 glucose dehydrogenase and 0.2 kU/1 mutarotase in the test solution the reaction is completed within 3 to 7 minutes, depending on the glucose concentration. In the end point version of the test the NADH concentration is measured by the absprbance difference of the test against a reagent blank. To eliminate errors caused by different absorbance of samples, deprpteinization is necessary in end point methods. Manual as well as mechanized methods could be performed much more easily if this step were eliininated. Also for full utill· zation of the capacity of mechanized equipment the determination should be performed without depro? teinization. One way to eliminate the influence of different sample blank absorbance values is to use the reaction rate as an indicator for the substrate concentration. Because of the one step mechanism of the glucose dehydrogenase reaction it seemed possible to modify the reaction in such a way that the reaction rate can be measured kinetically.
Some variants of kinetic determinations of glucose concentrations have already been published. Müller-Matthesius (3) proposed a manual method, which, however, uses competitive enzyme inhibitors to achieve sufficient linearity of the reaction. The same linearity can be achieved by reduction of the catalytic concentration of the enzyme in the reaction mixture. Keller et al. (4, 5) published a mechanized method on a LKB reaction rate analyzer equipped with a special kinetic computer permitting continuous monitoring of the reaction during 5 s after a short lag time. Using 7 kU/1 glucose dehydrogenase in the reaction mixture a satisfactory relation of absorbance change to glucose concentrations up to 22.2 mmol/1 resulted. Lutz &Flückiger (6) described a kinetic method for the ENI Gemsaec Fast Analyzer. These authors were able to measure glucose concentrations up to 55.5 mmol/1 using a catalytic concentration of glucose dehydrogenase of 0.3 kU/1 reaction solution, This was achieved by changes in the computer program of the analyzer. The nonlinearity of the calibration curve is corrected by a factor calculated from glucose standard curves. These methods demand either special equipment or special evaluation methods, which are not available at the time being.
In this paper we show, that with suitable modifications of reaction conditions and use of routine measuring equipment kinetic measurement of glucose concentrations using glucose dehydrogenase is possible with good precision and accuracy. 
Reagents and Methods

Reagents
Results and Discussion
Manual Method
By decreasing the ratio of enzyme catalytic concentration to sample in the reaction mixture to about 1/10 (in comparison to the end point method) the reaction velocity depends directly on the substrate concentration. Addition of mutarotase is not necessary. To obtain a sufficiently long (quasi)-linear part of the time vs. turnover curve, even at high glucose concentrations, the enzyme catalytic concentration must be as low as possible. On the other hand, to ensure the determination of low glucose concentrations with sufficient sensitivity, the enzyme catalytic concentration may not be decreased below a certain value.
Considering these limitations the proposed method is the optimal compromise. ΔΑ/t is linear for glucose concentrations up to 22.2 mmol/l. The results for higher glucose concentrations are too low, the deviation at 55. (fig. 4) . The regression line is not significantly different from the value of 1.0, the mean variation is ± 0.44 mmol/l glucose. deviation of the direct method is ± 4%, and ± 2.8% for the Analyzer. The resulting linearity is therefore directly method with deproteinisation. comparable to that found on-these analyzers.
Only slight modifications are necessary (e. g. starting the reaction by addition of sample) to adapt this method to the ENI Gemsaec fast analyzer. This analyzer offers several possibilities for the evaluation of kinetic reactions. For example, absorbance measurements at intervails of 10 s permit virtual continuous monitoring of the reaction. The internal computer then fits a straight line to those points which are in a preset acceptance range (line b in fig. 6 ). This kind of evaluation is fairly equivalent to the evaluation methods used by the LKB reaction rate analyzer and the Eppendorf Enzyme
Even better results on the Gemsaec analyzer are obtained ' by increasing the enzyme catalytic concentration to 5 kti/1 and by calculation of the glucose concentrations on the basis of 2-point kinetic measurements. The first reading is taken 10s after mixing and the second reading 90 s after the first one ( fig. 7) . If a deviation of about ± 5% in the higher concentration range is accepted, the calibration curve is linear up to 55.5 mmol/1 glucose. This effect can be explained in such a way that the reaction conditions approach the conditions of the end point method. (1) = 5.55 mmol/1 glucose ~\ (2) = 27.75 mmol/1 glucose \
